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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Reasons for the Feasibility Study
The current indoor space of the Panorama Hills Community Center (PHCC) is inadequate for servicing the
needs of the Northstar Residents Association (NSRA) membership. Larger and more functional indoor space
is required to better service the members, their guests, and the types of events that would otherwise not be
possible due to current spatial constraints. This Study culminates in a preliminary expansion concept that
maximizes the amount of usable indoor space, resolves the existing spatial and functional inadequacies,
capitalizes on opportunities, and respects constraints.

Study Outcomes
a) An expansion Concept for a feasible upper-limit increase to usable indoor PHCC space.
b) Functional, flexible, and transformative spaces.
c) The Concept is generated by adherence to a methodology: Background, Program, Existing
Conditions, and Regulatory Requirements are taken into consideration (see below).

Methodology
The Concept synthesizes and acknowledges the following:
1
Background

2
Program

3
Existing Conditions

4
Regulatory

Overview & History.
Expansion Vision.
Study Mission.
Business Case.
Expected Outcomes.

Maximize usable space.
Realize design drivers.
Preserve & enhance existing.
Banquet Hall functionality.
Community meeting space.
Expand program areas.
Future-proof.
Expand maintenance area.
Fiscally Responsible.

Realize opportunities and
respect constraints for:

Land Use Bylaw.
Alberta Building Code.

Existing Site:
Parking & vehicular access.
Pedestrian access, Security
Grades, Amenities &
Support Functions, Views
and Landscaping,
Underground Services.
Existing Building:
Roof Structure, Covered
Open Areas, All elements
of the lower and main
level plans.
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Concept Outcomes Summary
Total Area

The Concept contains 3 times the usable indoor space of the
existing PHCC (4,300 square feet of existing to 12,740 square feet
in the Concept).

Indoor Program Areas

2.6 times the size of existing.

Outdoor Program Areas

New outdoor terraced seating area provided for program delivery
and congregation.

Member Lounge

New functionality added near front entrance and reception desk.

Multi-Purpose/Banquet

4.5 times the size of existing on the main level. Suitable for events
with 125-200 people, depending on seating configuration and
event type.

Community Meeting Room
Administration Area

New functionality added. Separate entrance for after-hours
access.
Office/Administration area for up to 5 staff.

Maintenance

3.3 times the size of existing maintenance building.

Support Spaces: Mechanical,
Storage, Washrooms, Kitchen,
Circulation, Stairs

Commensurately resized and organized to support the enlarged
PHCC.

Parking

An additional 5 parking stalls are provided. (65 regular stalls plus
drop-off in the existing PHCC, 70 stalls plus drop-off in the
concept)

Existing vs Concept: Areas Comparison
Refer to the following graphic ‘Q’ for a detailed before-and-after comparison of the functional areas.

Conceptual Massing
Refer to the conceptual 3D representations of the expansion’s exterior.
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PART 1: BACKGROUND
a) Overview: The NSRA and the Panorama Hills Community Centre
The Northstar Residents Association Ltd. (NSRA) is a not-for-profit organization established under Part 9
of the Companies Act by the builder, Genstar Canada, in 2000, to professionally manage and operate
several features in the community of Panorama Hills in Calgary, Alberta. This includes the Panorama Hills
Community Centre (PHCC) and its attached amenities. The NSRA is a Residents Association available to
homeowners in Panorama Hills and Hanson Ridge that have an encumbrance listed on their land title.
Operated by the NSRA, the PHCC is a year-round recreational facility. It consists of a 3,800 square foot 2story amenity building, a 510 square foot maintenance building, and five and a half-acre park. The amenity
building contains banquet hall space both upstairs and downstairs rated for 50 people on each level, with
washrooms on each level as well. A single office, front-desk and storage space is built into the first level
with additional storage on the lower level. PHCC is open 365 days per year from 9am to 9pm.
The park at the PHCC contains tennis courts, basketball courts, a splash park, playground, three
gazebos, several picnic and seating areas with BBQ’s and an ice rink in the winter. Members can gain
access to these amenities using their issued membership card and can also sign in up to ten guests per
household per visit.
The PHCC building and park area is utilized to host a variety of recreational programs, summer camps,
value-add activities, and special community events throughout the year. In a community of nearly 27,000
people representing 6658 households, the NSRA board of directors and management team have
determined that the measurable indoor space of the PHCC is inadequate for the members of the
community entitled to use the Centre. Larger and more functional indoor space is required to better
service the members, their guests and the types of events that would otherwise not be possible due to
current space constraints. The PHCC also includes space for the NSRA Maintenance team equipment and
working area, which is also limited.

b) PHCC Expansion Vision
PHCC is more than a community recreation facility. Its goal is to create a hub that the community members
can use to foster connections through environments that are holistic, open, inviting, integrated,
collaborative, interactive, multi-generational and anchored in social connections. To provide the
maximum value to its members, the PHCC requires an indoor space expansion of the PHCC to meet the
needs of the Panorama Hills community. This will help ensure a sustainable community space that stays
relevant to recreational programming and community trends for future years.

c) Feasibility Study Mission
The current indoor space of the PHCC is inadequate for servicing the needs (special events, programs,
operational, other) of the NSRA membership. In response to this, and acknowledging that a PHCC
expansion may be forthcoming, the feasibility study is to:
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1) Generate awareness of the expansion project and its options with Members.
2) Promote and foster Member engagement.
3) Provide a useful tool for future design endeavors.
4) Provide value to Members by generating a feasible concept for expansion
(a) That creates more useable and multi-functional spaces for members to congregate, host
events and attend programs.
(b) Where PHCC staff has access to more space for operational requirements.

d) Business Case
1) The useable indoor hall square footage in the PHCC is not large enough to host events for
more than 100 people.
(a) A percentage of bookings being requested are more than 100 people and these bookings
cannot be accommodated.
(b) Based on the needs of the several cultural groups, community groups and programs, we
are limited in how we can accommodate them. Our current policies are restrictive to users
that may want to request multiple dates, accommodate large groups, or accommodate
groups that require cultural separation based on demographics such as gender. Program
offerings are limited based on functional space. We are unable to maximize class sizes
due to space and layout constraints.
2) The NSRA staff has inadequate space for performing day-to-day administrative tasks and must
often utilize rentable hall space when not in use.
3) Since taking on additional community maintenance work, the NSRA maintenance team
requires additional equipment that cannot be stored safely and securely using the current
garage facility.

e) Expected Outcomes
1) Maximum feasible footprint that will provide functional, flexible, and transformative indoor
spaces within the PHCC.
2) Sustainable programming space that stays relevant to recreation and programming, and
community trends in future years.
3) Future Proof Plan that allows for adjusting to a “new normal” if we are unable to return to
the “old normal”. A plan that reflects a space that can remain operational, profitable (fiscally)
and valuable (perceived), and essential in the face of a shut down or reduced operation.
4) Increased use of community space being utilized for local community/business meetings, nonprofit community groups, clubs etc.
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5) Increased engagement with key and other stakeholders.

f) Risks
1) Membership does not support the project.
2) Future Board of Directors does not support the project.
3) Support resources are unavailable during project timeline (architecture, construction,
utilities etc.).
4) Surveys uncover construction constraints not previously known.

g) Constraints
1)
2)
3)
4)

Budget.
Borrowing needs as per articles of incorporation.
Borrowing capabilities.
Operational disruptions.

h) Assumptions
1)
2)
3)
4)

Membership will support the project ongoing.
Current and future Board of Directors will support the project ongoing.
Other key stakeholders (e.g. City of Calgary) will support the project ongoing.
All known construction constraints will be exposed by the Feasibility Study (phase 1).
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PART 2: STUDY METHODOLOGY

5)

Data Collection

1. Background

2. Program Matrix

Part 1

Part 3

CONCEPT
3. Existing Conditions

4. Regulatory

Part 4 - Site Analysis

Adherance to Current Building Code
and Land Use Bylaw

Part 5 - Existing Facility Analysys
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a) From Analysis to Concept
This study’s final outcome is the generation of a feasible Concept for Expansion. The Concept is the
synthesis of requirements from 1) BACKGROUND, 2) PROGRAM MATRIX, 3) EXISTING CONDITIONS
ANALYSYS (Existing Site and Building), and 4) REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS. The measures for success
for elements 1 through 4 are as follows:
1) Background
The Concept meets or exceeds the requirements from the Overview, PHCC Expansion Vision,
Feasibility Study Mission, Business Case, and Expected Outcomes.
2) Program Matrix
The Concept meets or exceeds the requirements outlined in the Program Matrix.
See Part 3.
3) Existing Conditions Analysis (Site and Building Opportunities & Constraints)
The Concept is to:
a) Realize the identified opportunities.
b) Uphold and respect the identified constraints.
See Parts 4 and 5.
4) Regulatory Requirements
The Concept is to adhere to the Regulatory Requirements found within:
a) The current City of Calgary Land Use Bylaw - 1p2007
b) The current Building Code. National Building Code, 2019 Alberta Edition – NBC(AE)

b) Data Collection and Study Limitations
1) Primary Data Sources
a) From June through October 2020, JVHA Conducted in-person and distance meetings with
members of the NSRA Development Committee (NSRADC)
b) As-Built drawings of existing facilities, independent site tours, photographs, digital
drawings (survey, site plan), email and phone correspondence with the Community
Engagement and Capitol Development Committee (CECDC), membership survey data,
documents produced by the NSRADC.
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2) Reference Documents
Document or Drawing
National Building Code – 2019 Alberta Edition
National Energy Code for Buildings 2017
City of Calgary Land Use Bylaw 1P2007
As-Built Drawings of Main Amenity Building
Development Site Servicing Plan, Jubilee Engineering, 2002
Site Plan (CAD), Vista Geomatics, 2019

Abbreviation
NBC(AE)
NECB2017
LUB
As-Built Drawings
DSSP
Site Plan

3) Study Limitations
The concept generated is preliminary and is at a level of detail suitable for a Feasibility Study.
Should the project proceed to design, this study is to be used as a tool for design, discovery, and
exploration. All assumptions, data, and existing conditions are to be verified during the design
process.
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PART 3: PROGRAM MATRIX
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The following Program Matrix describes the requirements which the expansion is to satisfy to support
and enhance the human activities contemplated within.

PHCC EXPANSION – PROGRAM MATRIX
Design Drivers
.1 Community Centre (PHCC)

Requirements
Design drivers are general headings, high-level concepts, or ideas
of what the NSRA imagines the future expansion to be. They are
aspirational and serve to capture tangible aspects of the Future
Expansion. They serve as guideposts during design and form the
baseline against which interventions are evaluated against.
The following design drivers were generated during a collaborate
workshop held with the NSRA on June 3rd, 2020:
.1 Private Members Club: exclusivity
.2 Community focused.
.3 Membership focused.
.4 Family focused.
.5 For all ages.
.7 For all demographics within membership.
.8 Strong public face, create a ‘want to visit’.
.9 Inviting.
.10 Generate pride in community/membership.
.11 Members happy to pay their dues.
.12 Future-proof.
.13 Flexible & multi-use spaces
.14 Create high value for members
.15 Maximize the amount of usable space.
.16 Fiscally responsible

Existing Buildings – General
.1 Community Centre (PHCC)

Requirements
.1 Retain and preserve the existing PHCC as much as possible and
minimize demolition. This mandate is in place to realize a) cost
control and b) sustainable development (this will minimize
materials sent to landfill during the Expansion).
.2 The existing PHCC exterior is to be upgraded. All-new windows
and exterior cladding. Bring the building up to current energy
codes.
.3 Expansion to allow for phased construction.
.4 Maximize the amount of usable space.
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.5 Allow for flexibility in how the Centre is used (for example, limit
areas that are dedicated to a single purpose).
.6 See Design Drivers
.7 No loss of functionality in existing buildings.
.8 Budget conscious / fiscally responsible.
.2 Waste & Recycling Building

.1 May be demolished and/or enlarged to meet the Expansion
requirements.

.3 Maintenance Building

.1 May be replaced, enlarged, and/or incorporated into the PHCC.
There is no requirement to house functions in a separate building.

PHCC
.1 General

Requirements
.1 Refer to Design Drivers.

.2 Administration Area

.1 Front counter
.2 Administration area – enough space for maximum 5
administration staff.
.3 Offices open to the front counter
.4 Office storage
.5 Office Lobby
.6 Closet for jackets

.3 Banquet Hall

.1 Maximize the usable space for this use based on a) available
parking, and b) washrooms. Assume non-fixed banquet seating.
.2 Storage for tables, chairs, other banquet & rental supplies.
.3 Kitchen/food preparation area for events.

.4 Community Meeting

.1 Bookable conference room for members.
.2 Gathering Area for Members.
.3 Near or adjacent to main entrance and administration functions.

.5 Programs

.1 Space currently allotted to house programs is currently too small,
and as such future additional programs on the NRSA’s wish list
cannot be contemplated.
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.2 More space for physical-based programs such as martial arts is
required.
.3 Better use of outdoor space to facilitate programs required.
.4 The ability to run multiple programs at the same time is required
(i.e. seniors-based in one area and stem-based for children in
another).
.5 Indoor program spaces to be near or adjacent to outdoor program
spaces.
.6 Storage adjacent to program zones required.
.6 Future Proof

.1 COVID-19: In response to the pandemic, the facility is to allow for
adjusting to a “new normal” if we are unable to return to the “old
normal”. A plan that reflects a space that can remain operational,
profitable (fiscally) and valuable (perceived), and essential in the
face of a shut down or reduced operation.
.2 Provide a) ample additional space at the expansion and b)
flexibility of spaces as to prevent the need for additional expansion
in the near future.

.7 Separation of Front-of-House
and Back-of-House

.1 Logical separation of public functions from
administration/support areas.

Maintenance Area
.1 Maintenance Area

Requirements
.1 Garage large enough to park truck and tractor with attachments.
.2 Storage for landscape equipment – currently in 2x12 x12 sheds.
.3 Workbench area.
.4 Office space
.5 Closet for jackets
.6 Washer and Dryer
.7 Maintenance building to be at least twice as large as existing.

Grounds
.1 All

Requirements
.1 Secure access – members need to scan a card key to enter the
park.
.2 Storage area for sports equipment.
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PART 4: SITE ANALYSYS
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a) Parking and Vehicular Access
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A

PARKING AND VEHICULAR ACCESS

1
Parking Stalls
The existing stalls as defined by
their line painting are larger than
the standard as outlined in the
Calgary Land Use bylaw. For
example, the Northern-most row
of stalls adjacent to the waste
and recycling area currently parks
11 vehicles, while this zone is
sufficiently large to allow for 12
compliant stalls.
Comments:
2
Parking Isles

Opportunities
Maximize the number of
parking stalls by re-painting
the stall lines to minimums
defined in the Calgary Land
Use Bylaw: 2600mm wide x
5400mm deep.

Constraints
The number of stalls is not to be
reduced.

Opportunities

Constraints
Reducing the isle widths to
required minimums as a means
of providing additional parking
stalls is not viable unless more
asphalt footprint is constructed
and dedicated to parking.

Opportunities

Constraints

Comments:
3

Grades & Elevation
Changes
There is a large elevation change
across the parking area. With the
highest points located at the
stalls adjacent to Panamount Hill
NW and the low point located at
the turnaround, the maximum
elevation difference is 2.75m (9’0”).
Comments:
4
Landscaping
There is a curved island that
bisects that parking area. This
island serves 2 functions: 1)
Allow the grades to slope from
high to low while maintaining
level parking stall zones (i.e.,
retaining, see above), and 2)
beautify the parking area with
plantings/landscaping. The high
level & quality of landscaping and

Reworking of the lot to provide
additional asphalt surface would
require modifications or re-work
of the existing retaining.

Opportunities

Constraints
The landscaping is viewed as an
asset and is to be either
retained or replaced should the
lot be reconfigured.
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beatification observed here is
arguably atypical for surface
parking lot.
Comments:
5
Turnaround and
Drop-off
The circular turnaround/drop-off
area is located to the North of
the main entrance.

Comments:
6
Vehicular Access to Site
Single Vehicle Access Point from
Panamount Hill NW – in and out.
The vehicular access curb cut is
located at the Northwest corner
of the site and allow for left/right
turns in and left/right turns out.
Comments:
7
Maintenance Vehicle
Access
Single point of access to
maintenance building.

Comments:
8
Vehicle Access to Site
Interior
Vehicles currently access the site
to the North of the Maintenance
Building. Construction vehicles,
food trucks, and occasionally
horses

Opportunities

Constraints

NSRA has noted that this area
is underutilized and is an
available area for repurposing. It is perceived as
inefficient and a waste of
space.

Drop-off functionality is to be
maintained in any future
expansion.

Opportunities
The curb cut is optimally
placed to allow bi-directional
turns in and out.

Constraints

Opportunities

Constraints

The NSRA has reported that
this access width is too narrow
to comfortably accommodate
the turning radii required for
maintenance vehicles. There
is therefore an opportunity to
revisit vehicular access width
in the future expansion.
Opportunities

Constraints
Functional vehicular access must
be maintained. This access
point connects to the existing
network of walkways that range
in width from approximately
6’=0” to 8’-0”, thereby allowing
vehicles to traverse the site
without damaging the existing
softscape. As such, keeping the
access point in its current
location retains this
functionality.

Comments:
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b) Pedestrian Access
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B

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

1
Northwest Access
Northwest Access Point. Site
entrance to the North of parking
access curb cut with pathway
extending Westward into the
property.
Comments:
2
East-West Walkway at
North Site Edge
Pedestrian access towards East
portion of Site.

Comments:
3
South Access Point &
Gateway
The stone archway at the Southwest corner of the site forms a
significant and legible pedestrian
gateway to the site. The asphalt
pedestrian walkway from this
gateway leads directly to the
main building entrance.
Comments:
4
North-South walkway –
from South Gateway to
Main Entrance
The asphalt pedestrian walkway
from the gateway that leads
directly to the main building
entrance.
Comments:
5
Entrance Plaza (Walk at
Main Entrance)
This area forms the main
pedestrian access point and path
of travel to the main entrance.

Opportunities

Constraints
NSRA reports this point is widely
used and is to be maintained.

Opportunities

Constraints
Steep grade change and
proximity to the adjacent
residents to the North constrain
development in this location
and limit aggressive pathway
relocation or facility expansion.

Opportunities

Constraints

This site entrance creates a
strong relationship to the
main entrance, as the
pathway leads directly to the
Community Building’s front
door. This strong relationship
is to be enhanced, see Point 4.

Gateway to be retained.

Opportunities

Constraints

Asphalt walkway may be
conservatively modified to suit
future development at
minimal cost.

Maintain strong relationship
between entrance gateway and
community building with this
legible walkway.

Opportunities

Constraints

The area is noted as being
generously sized, and
therefore there is an
opportunity to use some or all
this area for future expansion.

While the current sizing is
generous and some of this zone
may be used for expansion, care
recommended to not shrink to
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the point of feeling cramped or
compressed.
Comments:
6
Barrier-Free
Exterior walks that form a
barrier-free path of travel shall a)
be not less than 1100mm wide,
b) have a cross slope of not more
than 1:50, and c) designed as a
ramp where the slope of the walk
is more than 1 in 20.

Comments:
7
East Access Point and
Walkway
Site entrance at the East property
line.

Bicycle racks are present in this area and must be retained or
relocated at future development
Opportunities
Constraints
The exterior walk that travels
from the South end of the
existing building to amenities
below and parallel to the
tennis courts: portions of this
walk’s slope is near the upper
threshold of a 1 in 20 slope.
Future development to ensure
compliance.

Opportunities

Constraints
NSRA reports this point is to be
maintained.
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c) Security
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C

SECURITY

1
South Secured Access
2
North Secured Access
3
East Secured Access
Northwest Access Point. Site
There are 3 secured access points
to the site - North and South.
The North point is adjacent to
the Maintenance Building, while
the South is adjacent to main
entrance at the South face of the
existing building. In both cases,
members use an issued key card
to unlock a gate to access the
site.
Comments:
4
Security Fence
Existing fencing prevents
unauthorized access to the site
and amenities to the East of the
Main Amenity Building.

Opportunities

Constraints

The NSRA has indicated that the
existing site security is sufficient.
No upgrades have been flagged
as required at Expansion.
1.Expansion to maintain the 3
points of card key access for
pedestrians.

Opportunities

Constraints
1.Expansion to maintain the
integrity of secured boundary
formed by fencing.

Comments:
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d) Grades
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D

GRADES

1
South Perimeter
Steep grade changes are present
in this zone. The South corner of
the site at the existing gateway is
approximately 25’ higher than
the Community Building’s main
entrance.

Opportunities
Minimal development
opportunities.

Constraints
There are cost risks for
developing in this location due
to steep slopes (shoring,
retaining, other). This aspect,
coupled with the large distance
between this zone and the
existing Main Amenity Building,
render this location as suboptimal for development.

Opportunities
Minimal development
opportunities.

Constraints
This zone exhibits similar
constraints as the South
Perimeter. The steep grades
present a cost risk, and the
proximity to the adjacent
residences to the North make
this zone less than optimal for
development.

Opportunities
The relative flatness of the
area and adjacency to the
Amenity Building makes it well
suited to development.

Constraints
1)Steep grade change to North.
2) Proximity to adjacent
residences to the North.
3) Maintenance Building to the
West.

Comments:
4
Amenity Building - West
This area has minimal grade
difference across it and is
adjacent to the existing
Community Building.

Opportunities
The relative flatness of the
area and adjacency to the
Amenity Building makes it well
suited to development.

Constraints
1)Parking to the West

Comments:
5
Amenity Building - South
This area has minimal grade
difference across it and is
adjacent to the existing
Community Building.

Opportunities
The relative flatness of the
area and adjacency to the
Amenity Building makes it well
suited to development.

Constraints
1)Steep grade change to the
South.
2)Steep grade change to the
East.

Comments:
2
North Perimeter
This zone exhibits a slope
downward towards the North
property line ranging from an
approximate 15’ to 20’
difference.

Comments:
3
Amenity Building - North
This zone has a grade difference
of approximately 6’ from the
Southwest to Northeast corners.
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Comments:
6
Amenity Building Southeast
This zone is proximal to the
existing Amenity Building but
with a steep grade change
sloping down to the East.
7
Parking Lot
There is a large elevation change
across the parking area. With the
highest points located at the
stalls adjacent to Panamount Hill
NW and the low point located at
the turnaround, the maximum
elevation difference is 2.75m (9’0”).

Opportunities

Constraints

Proximity to the Amenity
Building.

1)Well suited to development if
grade change can be capitalized
on and used in service of the
expansion.

Opportunities

Constraints
1) While development within
the Parking lot is feasible, a
parking stall count reduction
would result.
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e) Amenities and Support Functions
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E

AMENITIES AND SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

1
Water Park/Skating
2
Basketball Nets
3
Tennis Court
4
Play Structure
5
Gazebo
6
Picnic Area
7
Bridge
8
Reflecting Pool
These existing outdoor amenities
are of high value to the NSRA,
and in general none are to be
removed in service of an
expansion.
Comments:
9
Pump House
The pump house (and its
adjacent underground surge tank
to the South) form part of the
necessary infrastructure for the
Water Park.

Opportunities

Constraints

Development is constrained in
these areas.

Opportunities

Constraints
Demolition and reconstruction
of the pump house in service of
the Expansion may introduce
unnecessary construction cost
risks and could negatively
impact water park usage if
construction proceeds in the
spring/summer months.
Development is therefore
constrained in this area.

Comments:
10
Washrooms
Completed in 2020, these
outdoor washrooms are a new
addition to the NSRA’s amenities.

Comments:
11
Creek
The NSRA has indicated that
while some members do enjoy
and value the reflecting pool &
creek area, the creek does
require regular and costly
maintenance as the creek is fed
by pumps needing regular care.
Comments:

Opportunities

Constraints
Due their recent completion and
capital expense, development at
the Washrooms area is
constrained as to avoid
demolition.

Opportunities
This area is identified as an
expansion zone. The regular
expense to maintain the creek
would be removed of building
expansion occurs in this
location.

Constraints
Some stakeholders may value
this area and therefore efforts
are recommended to replace
the creek with a lowmaintenance landscaping in
another nearby location.
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12
Maintenance Building
The following shortcomings have
been identified:
1. Already too small for current
equipment and uses.
2. The overhead door clearance is
currently 7’-0” and limits the
purchase and storage of higherheadroom equipment,
Comments:
13
Waste and Recycling
Waste and recycling bins are
housed within a hut that screens
them from view.

Opportunities
1. This area is identified as an
expansion zone.
2. New maintenance building
in expansion.

Constraints
1.New expansion to
accommodate higher
headroom.
2. New expansion to provide a
significantly larger area for
Maintenance activities and
equipment storage.

Opportunities

Constraints
1.To be in a similar location.
2.Large enough to
accommodate expansion.
3.Space required for green bin
and to comply with the current
Land Use Bylaw.
4.Bins to be screened as per
current configuration.

Comments:
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f) Visual Amenities: Views and Landscaping
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F

VISUAL AMENITIES: VIEWS AND LANDSCAPING

V1
Views: Vantage Point 1
East-Facing Covered Deck
The East-facing deck at Amenity
Building’s main floor level is wellenjoyed feature. It is covered,
adjacent to the building’s GeneralPurpose area, and has excellent
views of the grounds. However, it
is noted as being under-utilized.

Opportunities

Constraints

1. Improvement: Provide a mix
of sun and shade.

1. Covered deck to be provided as
per current configuration.

Opportunities

Constraints

1.Improvement: Expansion to
provide a generous enough
space for larger groups
members to enjoy the views of
the grounds.

1.Viewing area to be covered as per
the current configuration.

Opportunities
1. As this zone is near the North
edge of the site and obscured
from view by the Main Amenity
building and from most of the
grounds as a whole, there is an
opportunity to remove this
landscaping in service of the
Expansion.

Constraints
1. If demolished for Expansion,
provide equivalent landscaping in
another location.

Opportunities

Constraints

While covered, its East-facing
aspect leaves it in shade most of
the time.
Comments:
V2
Views: Vantage Point 2
Small look-out
A semi-circular landing area just
within the secured zone adjacent
to the gate provides excellent
unobscured views of the grounds
to the East of the Main Amenity
Building.
This covered viewing area is noted
as being too small to allow more
than a handful of people to
occupy it and enjoy the views.
Comments:
L1
Landscaping Area 1
Varied and quality landscaping is
present behind the Maintenance
Building (to its East). Well
established mix of coniferous and
deciduous trees, shrubs,
perennials.

Comments:
L2

Landscaping Area 2
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Creek and Rock garden: Mix of
hard and softscape. Rock garden
and shrubs present at grade
change from Amenity Building
main level elevation down to the
Bridge and creek level. The creek
runs under the bridge to the
reflecting pool.
Comments:

1. Possible expansion zone. The
regular expense to maintain the
creek would be removed of
building expansion occurs in this
location.

L1: Landscaping behind the maintenance
building.

1. If demolished for Expansion,
provide equivalent landscaping in
another location.
2. Stones from the rock garden to
be salvaged for re-use in the
expansion.

L2: Rock garden, shrubs, creek passing under bridge.
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g) Underground Services
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G

UNDERGROUND SERVICES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Water
Storm
Sanitary
Gas
Telus
Power
Water Park & Reflecting
Pool
Underground services connect to
the existing building PHCC at its
North, East, South and West
sides.

Opportunities

Constraints

1. Given the extent and varied
location of services, re-work of
some services are likely to be
required at Expansion.

Comments:
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PART 5: EXISTING FACILITY ANALYSYS
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h) Roof Structure
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H
1

PHCC ROOF STRUCTURE
North Ridge

Comments:
2
West Ridge

Comments:
3
South Ridge 1

Comments:
4
South Ridge 2

Comments:
General Comments

Opportunities
1. Extend roof in the North
direction, allowing for
expansion into this area.

Constraints
.1 The extension amount is
limited. Care to be taken not to
extend too close to the
neighbors to the North.

Opportunities
1. Extend roof in the West
direction, allowing for
expansion into this area.

Constraints
1. Extension amount
constrained by the parking area
to the West.

Opportunities
1. Extend roof in South
Direction, allowing for
expansion into this area.

Constraints
1. Demolition of creek/rock
garden required.

Opportunities
1. Extend roof in South
direction, allowing for
expansion into this area.

Constraints
2. Minorly constrained as grades
rise steeply to the South (See DGrades). Constrain expansion to
flat or shallow-sloped grades.

Extension of roof lines satisfies programmatic requirements for a)
Existing Facility Retention, and b) budget conscientiousness.
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i) Covered Open Areas
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I
1

PHCC COVERED OPEN AREAS
Covered Open Upper Deck

Opportunities
1. Structure and floor area in
place for Infill of this zone
with interior space.
2. Retain existing roof lines.

Comments:
2
Covered Open Lower Patio

Comments:
3
West Covered Open Area

Constraints
1. Deck functionality with access
to views to be replaced.
2. Augment structure as
required to comply with
live/dead load requirements for
occupied interior Assembly
space.

Opportunities
1. Infill under the upper deck
with interior space.

Constraints
1. This zone is an entry/exit for
Programs at the PHCC. This
covered area has the benefit of
a) providing shelter, and b)
signifying the entrance.
Consider retention of this
feature.

Opportunities
1. Infill under the existing roof
in this area.

Constraints

2. Retain existing roof lines.
Comments:
4
South Covered Open Area

Opportunities
1. Infill under the existing roof
in this area.

Constraints

2. Retain existing roof lines.
Comments:
General Comments

Infilling of existing covered open areas satisfies programmatic
requirements for a) Existing Facility Retention, and b) budget
conscientiousness.
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j) Lower Level
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J
1

PHCC LOWER LEVEL
Interior Stair

Comments:
2
Men’s Washroom

Opportunities
COST CONTROL:
1. Retain existing.

Constraints
COST CONTROL:
1. Significant modification would
incur unnecessary cost.

Opportunities
BUILDING CODE:
1. Washrooms are noncompliant with the current
Building Code. Expansion to
bring up to compliance.

Constraints
COST CONTROL:
1. Keep washrooms in existing
location to limit re-work of
existing plumbing.

2. Water closet (toilet) counts
do not allow for any
significant additional area to
be added to the PHCC.
Number of water closets to be
increased to a level that
supports the ultimate area
increase.
Comments:
3
Women’s Washroom
Comments:
4
Multi-Purpose / Programs
Area for Program delivery.

Comments:
5
Covered Area

Comments:
6
Kitchen

2. Expanding washrooms to the
West would require excavation
and shoring and therefore
impact the project cost. Keep
washrooms within the existing
footprint if possible.

Opportunities
See Men’s Washrooms (2)

Constraints
See Men’s Washrooms (2)

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Existing space is too small
for existing programs and
therefore also hampers
expansion and diversification
of programs offered. PHCC
expansion to provide more
space for programs.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. This area is directly adjacent
to the outdoor amenities.
Expansion of Program space is
therefore to be constrained to
this area to maintain and
capitalize on this adjacency.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Possible expansion zone for
Programs.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY
1. The covered area as an
entrance to Program delivery
zones is a benefit to be
maintained.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:

Constraints
COST CONTROL
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Comments:
7
Storage

Comments:
8
Mechanical Room

1. Reported as underunutilized. If the Program
Delivery areas significantly
increase, the kitchen could
feasibly see more use and
therefore provide a real
benefit. Retain in this location
if Programs expand nearby.

1. Moving kitchen would impact
project cost. Keep in current
location if possible.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Storage area to increase in
proportion to overall area
increase.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Retain future storage location
in back-of-house location and
away from glazing.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY
1. Existing as-built drawings
show as mechanical room only
with no spatial allotment for
electrical equipment. Future
expansion to provide
sufficient space for a) Existing
and additional Mechanical and
Electrical Equipment.

Constraints
COST CONTROL
1. Moving of the mechanical
room would impact project
costs. Keep in current location
of possible.

Comments:
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k) Main Level
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J
1

PHCC MAIN LEVEL
Main Entrance

Comments:
2
Waiting

Comments:
3
Reception
This area functions as a
workspace for staff as well as
dedicated reception. Total 3
people maximum.

Comments:
4
Office
Office for head of operations.
May function as small meeting
space.

Comments:
5A Coats
5B Admin Storage
5C Multi-Purpose Storage

Comments:
6
Office
Office for head of operations.
May function as small meeting
space.

Comments:
7
Men’s Washroom

Opportunities

Constraints
REGULATORY:
1. Vestibule required per
Building and Energy Codes.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Rework to respond to
COVID-19 concerns. Allow
more cueing area for social
distancing.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Adjacent to Main Entrance
2. Adjacent to Reception

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Rework to respond to
COVID-19 concerns. Allow
larger cueing area for social
distancing.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Adjacent to Main Entrance.
2. Adjacent to Waiting.
3. Adjacent to Admin functions.
4. Double as a workspace for
staff.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Currently removed from the
remainder of Administration
functions. Make adjacent in
future expansion.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. To be near or adjacent to
remainder of Administration
functions.

Opportunities

Constraints

FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Enlarge these storage areas
in proportion to the
programmatic and spatial
aspects of the Expansion.

FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Storage functions to be near
or adjacent to the areas they
serve.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Currently removed from the
remainder of Administration
functions. Make adjacent in
future expansion.

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. To be near or adjacent to
remainder of Administration
functions.

Opportunities

Constraints
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BUILDING CODE:
1. Washrooms are noncompliant with the current
Building Code.
2. Water closet (toilet) counts
do not allow for any
significant additional area to
be added to the PHCC.
Number of water closets to be
increased to a level that
supports the ultimate area
increase.

8

Women’s Washroom

Comments:
9
Janitor Closet

Comments:
10 Multi-Purpose
Use for meetings, programs,
events, other.

FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Extend washroom zone to
the West to provide additional
water closets.
Opportunities
See Men’s Washroom (7)

Constraints
See Men’s Washroom (7)

Opportunities

Constraints
1. Janitor Closet required on
Main Floor.
2. Size to be proportional to
additional space provided in
expansion.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. The current space is too
small and not suitable for
banquet functions. Enlarge to
suit.

Constraints
BUILDING CODE
1. Access to properly sized exits
(i.e. stair width).

2. Consider adding a kitchen
adjacent to this area to service
Banquets. The kitchen is
currently on the lower level
and is therefore not ideally
placed.
Comments:
11 Covered Deck

COST CONTROL:
1. Keep washrooms in existing
location to limit re-work of
existing plumbing.

Opportunities
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Infill to provide additional
interior space.

FUNCTIONALITY
1. Near washrooms.
2. Near storage for banquet
supplies

Constraints
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. If infilled, provide deck
function elsewhere for covered
access to outside and
enjoyment of views.
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PART 6: CONCEPT
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l) Expansion Zones & Phasing
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L

CONCEPT – EXPANSION ZONES & PHASING
EXPANSION ZONES

1
WEST EXPANSION ZONE 1
West Expansion Zone 1

Notes
1) Infill under the existing West Covered Open Area.
2) Community Meeting Room, new Admin functions.

2
SOUTH EXPANSION ZONE
South Expansion Zone 1

Notes
1) Expand into flat zone to the South and extend roof along
existing roof lines.
2) New Admin functions, Member Lounge, New Entrance.

3
PATIO EXPANSION ZONE
Patio and Terraced Seating / Outdoor
Program area.

Notes
1) Existing covered deck to be infilled in Phase 2. Replace this
functionality here.
2) Use existing grades and stepped / terraced access to
outdoor amenities to the East and provide setting for
outdoor programs.
3) Create vantage point/viewing area.
4) Generate strong main entrance.

4
WEST EXPANSION ZONE 2
West Expansion Zone 2

Notes
1) New washrooms: extend roof lines, provide slab on grade
and infill.

5
EAST EXPANSION ZONE
East Expansion Zone

Notes
1) Infill within the existing covered deck space. Retain and
use existing structure and roof.
2) Reinforce deck as required to meet Building Code
requirements for interior occupied space floor loading.
3) Banquet / Multi-Purpose functions.

6
NORTH EXPANSION ZONE
North Expansion Zone

Notes
1) Extend existing roof ridge lines and develop flat area to
the North.
2) Banquet / Multi-Purpose functions, new Exit Stair.
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PHASING
PH1 PHASE 1
Phase 1

Notes
1. Construct Expansion Zones 1,2,3.
2. New Main Entrance, Admin, Member Lounge, and
Patio/Terraced Seating.

PH2 PHASE 2
Phase 2

Notes
1. Construct Expansion Zones 4,5,6
2. Main Floor Washrooms, Banquet/Multi-purpose, Lower
Level Program Areas, and Maintenance Area.
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m) Demolition Zones
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M CONCEPT – SITE DEMOLITION ZONES
D1A Maintenance Building
Maintenance Building

Notes
1) Remove existing Maintenance Building

D1B Landscaping
Landscaping at Maintenance Building

Notes
1) Remove existing Landscaping
2) Grades are raised in this area adjacent to existing
Maintenance Building. Make flat and prepare for expansion.

D2
Waste and Recycling
Waste and Recycling Enclosure

Notes
1) Remove existing enclosure.

D3
Walk and Paving
Pedestrian walk from West Entrance
to secured grounds entrance and
Maintenance Building

Notes
1) Walk to be widened and moved to the North.

D4
Turnaround
Vehicle Turnaround and drop-off

Notes
1) To be re-purposed as parking stalls.

D5
Walkway & Security Fence
Walkway, security fence, East edge of
surface parking lot.

Notes
1) Make way for drop-off stalls and the minor re-alignment of
the North-South walkway.
2) Security Fence and gate to be re-aligned to suit expansion.
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n) Site Plan
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N

CONCEPT – SITE PLAN

1
Expanded PHCC
Expanded Facility

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Expanded Facility = 12,740 sf usable area.
2) Existing Facility = 3,790 sf for PHCC
510 sf maintenance building
4,300 sf TOTAL EXISTING AREA
Therefore the expanded Facility is 3.0X larger than existing
3) Maintenance Functions (1,690 sf) are integrated into
building in lieu of a separate building as per existing.

2
Patio
Patio

Notes
See ‘O, Floor Plans, M3’

3

Outdoor Programs / Terraced
Seating
Outdoor Programs

Notes

4
South Security Fence & Gate
Security Fence

Notes
See ‘O, Floor Plans, M2’

5
Walkway to Entrance
Walkway to Entrance

Notes
See ‘O, Floor Plans, M24’

6
Drop-Off Zone
Drop-Off Zone

Notes
See ‘O, Floor Plans, M22’

7
Surface Parking Stalls
Surface Parking Stalls

Notes
COUNTS:
1) 173 stalls, including 3 barrier-free stalls.
2) Refer to ‘P, Areas with Washroom and Parking
Requirements’

See ‘O, Floor Plans, M4’

COST SAVINGS:
1) Minimal demolition and re-work of existing. Repainting of
stall lines.

8
Barrier-Free Parking
Barrier-Free Parking

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
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1) Stall count (3) and dimensions as per Building Code.
9
Existing Curb Cut
Vehicular Entrance to Site

Notes
Existing to remain.

10
Waste and Recycling
Screened enclosure

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
Enclosure to allow for up to 3x the space compared to the
existing enclosure (Proposed = 300 sf, Existing = 100sf)

11
Pedestrian Walkway
North edge of Site

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Move existing path North and widen to allow for passage
of horses.

12
North Security Fence & Gate
Secured access point

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Maintain security control point (card key) near
Maintenance area.

13
Vehicular Passage
Secured access

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Connect widened pathway to existing pathway network.
2) Gate to be security controlled (i.e. card key) and large
enough to allow for vehicular passage (ie food trucks for
special events).

14
Ramp Down
Ramp down to lower level elevation

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. Maintenance Vehicle passage, terminating in overhead
door.
2. Food Truck passage clearance around North side of
Maintenance area.

15
Maintenance Area Access
Maintenance vehicles & equipment–
overhead door.

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1. 8’ high x 16’ wide overhead door for large vehicles and
equipment.

16

Notes

Maintenance Area Secondary
Access
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Secondary access for Vehicles,
Equipment, Storage

FUNCTIONALITY:
Overhead or man-door access to East side of Maintenance
Area. This allows for easy access to Landscape equipment
(currently housed in stand-alone sheds at this location).

17
Loading Stall
Deliveries, etc.

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Loading Stall requirement as per Land Use Bylaw.

18
Community Meeting Room
Community Meeting Room

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Meeting room accessible from inside the facility near the
Admin area, or directly from the exterior.
2) Flexibility: Accessible after-hours for evening & weekend
usage without having to use the main entrance.
3) Adjacent to Admin Offices and therefore may be used as a
boardroom for Staff.
COVID 19:
1) Multiple entrance/exit points to allow for separation of
user traffic.

19
Landscaping at Main Entry
Landscaping

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY & ASETHETICS:
1) Beautify the main entrance and provide legibility through
enhanced landscaping in this location.
COVID-19:
1) Cuing zone outside Main Entrance to be visually pleasing.

20
Retaining Wall
To resolve grade changes at these
locations.

Notes
1) At North edge of Site to allow pathway to be moved North
at steep grade change.
2) At Ramp down to Maintenance Area.
3) At Patio. South end of patio to be below the elevation of
the adjacent South grade.
Note: Guardrails may be required.

21

Connection to Existing
Pathway

Notes
Provide barrier-free connection between Patio and Terraced
Seating to existing pathway that leads from the higher
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elevations at the front of the PHCC to lower elevations and
outdoor amenities to the East.
22

UG1

Relocated Rock Garden

Water
Storm
Sanitary
Gas
Telus
Power
Water Park
Underground Services

Notes
Contemplated zone for the relocation of the existing Rock
Garden.
Notes

1. All services shown will require disconnection prior to
construction, and then reconnection to expanded areas.
2. There is a storm manhole at the Northeast corner of the
existing building that will require relocation.
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o) Floor Plans
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0

CONCEPT - FLOOR PLANS
LOWER LEVEL

L1
EXTERIOR STAIR 2 (NEW)
Exit stair

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY: 1) To meet exiting requirements. Stair
extends across both levels and provides exiting directly to
the exterior. Provide enough exit width for assembly
occupancy.

L2
MAINTENANCE AREA
To contain functions previously
contained within the Maintenance
Building

Notes
AREA: 1,690 sf.
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) 3.3x the size of the existing Maintenance Building.
2) To house contents of the existing freestanding storage sheds at the existing building’s East edge.
3) Area large enough to house all Program Requirements.
4) Accessible from both East and West sides for flexibility.

L3,
L4

Notes

INDOOR PROGRAMS

AREA:
2,400 sf. This is 2.6X larger than the combined area of the
existing Skate Change and the Multi-Purpose / Programs
zones.
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Able to be divided into multiple zones for simultaneous
delivery of different program types (use retractable
partitions / room dividers). Up to 4 divisions.
FUTURE-PROOF
1) Open space is able to be demised in the future should the
need arise.
L5
COVERED ENTRANCE
Covered and legible entrance

Notes
1) FUNCTIONALITY: Covered entrances provide a) shelter
upon sudden weather change, and b) a legible access point,
and are therefore preferable.
2) COVID MEASURES: a) distinct entrance/exit separates
building occupants, b) room dividers allow for separation of
programs.
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3) AESTHETICS: attractive recessed & sheltered area, retain
stone column finish to display and celebrate the existing
facility.
L6
SLAB ABOVE
The area is unexcavated.

Notes
1) COST CONTROL. No excavation, demolition, shoring, or
construction at this sub-grade area.

L7
WOMEN’S WASHROOM
Retain existing layout

Notes
1) COST SAVINGS: Update finishes and fixtures only.
2) BUILDING CODE: Grandfathering of existing layout (which
is currently non-compliant) may be feasible given the
presence of new and compliant washrooms on the Main
Level.

L8
MEN’S WASHROOM
Retain existing layout

Notes
1) COST CONTROL: Update finishes and fixtures only.
2) BUILDING CODE: Grandfathering of existing layout (which
is currently non-compliant) may be feasible given the
presence of new and compliant washrooms on the Main
Level.

L9
INTERIOR STAIR 1 (EX)
Retain existing

Notes
1) COST CONTROL: Update finishes only. No changes to plan.

L10 STORAGE (EXISTING)
Retain existing

Notes
1) COST CONTROL: Retain existing and expand into L11.

L11 STORAGE (EXPANDED)
New storage area

Notes
1) FUNCTIONALITY: Triple the existing storage available to
allow for storage of items specific to various Programs.

L12 MECH & ELECT (EXIST)
Retain existing mechanical and
electrical area.

Notes
1) COST CONTROL & FUNCTIONALITY: Retain existing location
for mechanical and electrical. Re-work will be required at
Expansion, but general location is to be maintained.

L13 MECH & ELECT (EXPAND)
Additional space required to service
new building area.

Notes
1) FUNCTIONALITY: Adjacent to existing M & E, and therefore
consolidation of existing and new equipment is feasible.
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Move existing water park infrastructure to this location.
L14 KITCHEN (EXISTING)
Retain existing

Notes
1) FUNCTIONALITY: retain kitchen in this location to service
Programs on this level.
2) COST CONTROL: option to keep as-is or to update finishes,
fixtures, and equipment only.

L15

Notes

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
(TERRACED SEATING)
Outdoor programs

1) FUNCTIONALITY: Congregation, teaching, and meeting
place. May serve as an amphitheater.

L16 DEMOLITION
Notes
Provide openings at exterior walls and Structural remediation required.
interior partitions
L17

OPTIONAL ZONE: FAMILY
CHANGE ROOM AND/OR
GENDER-NEUTRAL
WASHROOM
Optional and for future consideration.

Notes

L18

Notes

FIRE PROTECTION: NEW
SPRINKLERS THROUGHOUT
Building code implications of the
enlarged building area. New
sprinklers throughout.

1) FUNCTIONALITY: Adjacent to program areas, easily
accessible from the outdoors, and adjacent to existing
washrooms.

Proposed Building Classification per NBC(AE):
Group A (Assembly) Division 2, Up to 2 Storeys, Sprinklered.
Buildings classified as Group A, Division 2 are permitted to be
of combustible construction (the existing structure is wood
frame) or non-combustible construction used singly or in
combination, provided:
a) It is sprinklered throughout.
b) The greatest horizontal area above grade is no greater
than 1,200 sm or 12,917 sf. The Concept’s greatest
horizontal area above grade is 7,426 sf.
c) It is 1 storey in building height. The Concept is for a single
storey building with a basement.
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0

CONCEPT - FLOOR PLANS
MAIN LEVEL

M1 MAIN ENTRANCE
Main Entrance

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY: 1) enhanced presence and high-quality user
experience by locating in line with the North-South walkway
and placing adjacent to drop-off stalls and landscaping.

M2 SECURITY FENCE & GATE
Security Fence and Gate at Main
Entrance

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY: 1) maintain security control point near main
entrance.

M3 PATIO
At Main Entrance

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Replace the covered deck in the existing facility.
2) Extended roof lines provide shade.
3) Provide vantage point/viewing location.
USER EXPERIENCE & AESTHETICS:
1) Legible entrance.
2) Accessible from the Member Lounge

M4

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS &
TERRACED SEATING
Outdoor Programs

Notes

M5 VESTIBULE
At Main Entrance

Notes
REGULATORY
1) As per Building Code and National Energy Code
requirements.
Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Seating and space to cue provided.
2) Adjacent to reception.

M6 WAITING
At front entrance and adjacent to
Admin.

FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Address shortage of outdoor program areas.
2) Provide vantage point/viewing area.
3) Clear direction of travel to outdoor programs below.
4) Flexible in usage (amphitheater, meeting place, other).
5) Provide noted ‘wow’ factor.
6) Make use of previously unusable space (sloped rock
garden).
7) Remove regular and costly creek maintenance.
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COVID-19:
1) Being open to the Member Lounge area allows for extralong cuing resulting from a 2-meter separation between
people.
M7 MEMBER LOUNGE
Member Lounge

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Adjacent to main entry as to provide ease of access and
not require users to traverse facility to enter.
2) Viewable from the Admin area for enhanced security and
support (computers and other equipment may be present).
3) Flexible usage: events, waiting, lounge, work.
COVID-19:
1) Multiple entrance/exit points to allow for separation of
user traffic.

M8 RECEPTION
Adjacent to Entrance and Member
Lounge

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) On-axis with Main Entrance.
2) Contiguous with Admin office to allow for sharing of
reception duties.
COVID-19:
1) Area may be separated with a partition or room divider to
enhance social distancing.

M9 ADMINISTRATION
Contiguous with Reception

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY
1) 30% increase in space from existing
2) Space for up to 5 staff including Head of Operations.
3) May operate as open shared workspace or as individual
small offices.
4) Contiguous with Reception
COVID-19:
1) Workspaces may be separated with partitions or room
dividers to enhance social distancing.

M10 COMMUNITY MEETING RM
Community Meeting Room

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Meeting room accessible from inside the facility near the
Admin area, or directly from the exterior.
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2) Flexibility: Accessible after-hours for evening & weekend
usage without having to use the main entrance.
3) Adjacent to Admin Offices and therefore may be used as a
boardroom for Staff.
4) Flexible usage: large or small meetings, can house small
programs.
CAPACITY
4) Room for a large 16-person boardroom-style table.
COVID 19:
1) Multiple entrance/exit points to allow for separation of
user traffic.
M11 JANITOR
Janitor

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) To replace existing.

M12 STORAGE
Storage

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) To replace existing. Adjacent to Admin and Member
Lounge.

M13 COATS
Walk-in coats closet.

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Increase in size to support banquet function
COVID-19
2) Users able to cue outside the walk-in closet to maintain
social distancing.

M14 BANQUET STORAGE (TABLES)
Storage for tables, chairs, other
banquet storage

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Adjacent to Banquet area.

M15 KITCHEN (NEW)
New kitchen on Main Level

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Adjacent to Banquet area.
COST CONTROL
2) Proximal to Mechanical and Electrical room and the
existing Kitchen on the Lower Level as to reduce
plumbing runs.
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M16 INTERIOR STAIR (EXIST)
Existing Stair

Notes
Existing to remain.

M17 WOMEN’S WASHROOM
Women’s Washroom

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) As per Building Code Requirements.
2) Adjacent to Banquet Area and near Admin.
3) 5 water closets allow for up to 200 women as per Building
Code.

M18 MEN’S WASHROOM
Men’s Washroom

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) As per Building Code Requirements.
2) Adjacent to Banquet Area and near Admin.
3) 5 water closets allow for up to 200 men as per Building
Code.

M19 BANQUET / MULTI-PURPOSE
Weddings, Conferences, Other

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Varied uses to be accommodated: Conferences, Weddings,
Programs, Meetings.
2) Room dividers able to demise space into multiple zones. A
clear path of travel to the North Exit Stair can be provided to
allow for up to 5 zones while maintaining access to exits.
CAPACITY:
1) Dependent on seating layout/configuration.
2) With small dance floor and buffet area, the space may
accommodate up to 125-160 guests seated at round 10person banquet tables (shown on drawing).
3) For conferences and seminars where a dance floor is not
required, the room may accommodate 200 people or more.
COVID-19:
1) Divided zones provide separation for social distancing.

M20 INTERIOR STAIR 2 (NEW)
Required for Exiting

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Meets Building Code exiting requirements.
2) Stair extends across both levels and provides exiting
directly to the exterior. Provide enough exit width for
assembly occupancy.
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M21 LOADING STALL
Deliveries, etc.

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Loading Stall requirement as per Land Use Bylaw.
2) Near main entrance.

M22 DROP-OFF STALLS
Adjacent to Main Entrance

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Enhanced user experience: members able to drop off and
pick up directly outside the Main Entrance.

M23 LANDSCAPING AT MAIN
ENTRY
Landscaping

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY & ASETHETICS:
1) Beautify the main entrance and provide legibility through
enhanced landscaping in this location.
COVID-19:
1) Cueing zone outside Main Entrance to be visually pleasing.

M24 EXTERIOR WALK
Exterior Walk

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Wayfinding - Clear and legible path to Main Entrance and
Community Meeting Room.
COVID-19:
1) Ample cueing/waiting area provided.

M25 COMMUNITY MEETING
ROOM ACCESS
Flexible meeting area for
membership.

Notes
FUNCTIONALITY:
1) Meeting room accessible directly from the Exterior.
2) Flexibility: Accessible after-hours for evening & weekend
usage without having to use the main entrance.

COVID 19:
1) Multiple entrance/exit points to allow for separation of
user traffic.
M26 DEMOLITION

Notes
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Provide openings at existing exterior
walls and interior partitions.

Structural remediation required.

M27 CONNECTION TO EXISTING
PATHWAY

Notes
The existing pathway provides barrier-free access to the
outdoor areas to the East of the PHCC. Expansion to allow for
and facilitate access to this pathway.

M28 FIRE PROTECTION: NEW
SPRINKLERS THROUGHOUT
Building code implications of the
enlarged building area. New
sprinklers throughout.

Notes
Refer to L18.
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p)

Washroom and Parking Requirements by Use Type
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P

Washroom and Parking Requirements by Use Type

1
Washrooms
As per NBC(AE)

Notes
Total Occupants: 488
Water closets required for each sex: 6
Water closets provided for each sex: 8
Total water closets required: 12
Total water closets provided: 16

2
Parking
Scenario provided on chart:

Notes
1. Primary Assumption: 1/3 of Banquet attendees require a
parking stall. This is a more generous parking provision than
requirements in the previous version of the Calgary Land Use
Bylaw (LUB) where a minimum of only 1/4 of banquet
attendees would require a stall. The current version of the
LUB mandates no minimum parking stall amounts.

150-person banquet occurring
simultaneously with 40 people
participating in programs.
This scenario was devised as a
hypothetical yet realistic case for high
parking stall demand.
Banquets generally occur in the
evening hours and therefore
accounting for spray park or other
outdoor activities simultaneous with
a banquet was not contemplated.

2. Secondary Assumption: 25% of program participants are
assumed to require a parking stall since the young age group
suggests a high degree of drop-off and pick-up.
Note: Further parking scenarios are recommended at
Schematic Design, as the final size and occupancy level of the
PHCC expansion will be significantly influenced by their
findings.
Under the scenario provided, the upper size and occupancy
limit of the PHCC expansion is reached since the number of
stalls provided equals the number of stalls required (70).
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q)

Existing vs Concept Areas Comparison
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r)

Conceptual Massing
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s) Conceptual Massing
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t)

Conceptual Massing
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APPENDIX A – MEMBER Q & A
On Thursday December 10th at 7:30 pm, the Community Engagement and Capitol Development
Committee (CECDC) hosted a Zoom-based open house for Members to review the feasibility study. The
following is a compilation of the questions received and answers provided.
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1. What is a feasibility study?
Based on feedback dating back to 2017, that NSRA Board of Directors determined that we needed to
understand what possibilities were available to us regarding a potential expansion of the Panorama Hills
Community Centre (PHCC) and have a clear understanding of the constraints the current building and
space. This was to be achieved through the completion of a feasibility study. The capital development
committee issued a tender to find an architect to complete the study, and after a series of thorough
interviews, JVHA was selected to complete the requested study.
A completed study is used to determine the viability of an expansion project. This is the first step in a long
process and is not a commitment to an expansion. It is merely a collection of data to determine if it is
possible. This project will be voted on by the NSRA members at an Annual General Meeting or Special
Meeting.
2. How much will the expansion cost?
At this point in the process, we do not know how much an expansion will cost. Projects like this typically
cost between $2 - $4 million. Our next step will be to increase community engagement, finding out what
our members would like to see in a potential expansion. Once that step is complete, we will have a set of
schematic drawings created to find out the projected cost. The Audit and Finance Committee monitors
our capital reserve and will determine if the project, as presented at that time, is financially feasible.
3. How will the expansion be paid for? Will my resident’s association fees go up with the new
expansion?
The expansion project will be paid for using our capital reserve money and potentially a short-term loan.
Resident Association (RA) fees will not increase because of this project. This project will be voted on by
the members at an AGM or Special meeting.
4. How long will the expansion take to complete - timeline? If approved when will the project be
complete?
We are in the first step of a long process. Now that we understand our physical constraints in our current
space, we can move forward with understanding what members want in an expansion. Please look at our
expansion section on our website for an overview of the process:
https://www.mypanoramahills.com/expansion. We will be spending a considerable amount of time in
2021 to move the process forward and we will be providing firm timelines as we are able.
5. How will the expansion project effect usage of park?
Once we know more about the type of expansion we may be moving forward with, a project plan will be
created. The construction project will likely be in a phased approach so that we can maximize the use of
as many current features as we can throughout the construction phase. Part of the feasibility study took
into consideration all the parking regulations. The park should be always open as long it is safe to do so.
We might have to use different entrance strategies or have temporary closures but ultimately, there will
be some type of limited access through the project.
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6. Is there a demand for an expansion?
The NSRA has been actively collecting data from members since 2017 through a series of events and
surveys. With over 9000 respondents in that time, we feel confident that we have enough information to
warrant the exploration of an expansion project. The results have led us to recognize a demand for
increased services that we are not currently able to provide given our current facilities.
Our goal is to create a hub that the community members can use to foster connection through
environments that are holistic, open, inviting, integrated, collaborative, interactive, multi-generational
and anchored in social connections. This will help ensure a sustainable community space that stays
relevant to recreational programming and community trends for future years.
7. Will residents have a say in the design of the facility?
One of our top priorities is to have our members involved in the design process. We will be conducting a
series of engagement events including Open Houses, Surveys, Townhalls and more to get feedback from
members. We are dedicated to getting as much feedback as possible during our targeted engagement
phase and beyond. We have been collecting survey information since 2017 from residents and it is that
information that acted as a driver to move forward with this study.
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